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Abstract. In recent global business environments, collaborations among
organisations raise an increased demand for swift establishment. Such
collaborations are formed between organisations entering Virtual Or-
ganizations (VOs), crossing geographic borders and frequently without
prior experience of the other partner’s previous performance. In VOs, ev-
ery participant risks engaging with partners who may exhibit unexpected
fraudulent or otherwise untrusted behaviour. In order to cope with this
risk, the STochastic REputation system (STORE) was designed to pro-
vide swift, automated decision support for selecting partner organisations
in the early stages of the VO’s formation. The contribution of this paper
first consists of a multi-agent simulation framework design and imple-
mentation to evaluate the STORE reputation system. This framework
is able to simulate dynamic agent behaviour, agents hereby representing
organisations, and to capture the business context of different VO ap-
plication scenarios. A configuration of agent classes is a powerful tool to
obtain not only well or badly performing agents for simulation scenarios,
but also agents which are specialized in particular VO application do-
mains or even malicious agents, attacking the VO community. The second
contribution comprises of STORE’s evaluation in two simulation scenar-
ios, set in the VO application domains of Collaborative Engineering and
Ad-hoc Service provisioning. Besides the ability to clearly distinguish
between agents of different classes according to their reputation, the re-
sults prove STORE’s ability to take an agent’s dynamic behaviour into
account. The simulation results show, that STORE solves the difficult
task of selecting the most trustworthy partner for a particular VO appli-
cation domain from a set of honest agents that are specialized in a wide
spread of VO application domains.

1 Introduction

Virtual Organizations (VOs) have emerged as a business model in ap-
plication domains with a high demand for cross-domain collaborative
business processing. Increased collaboration among business partners
and focusing on an organization’s core competencies requires such novel
models to address business opportunities. A VO is defined as a set of



sovereign, geographically dispersed organizations that temporarily pool
their resources to jointly address a business opportunity one organization
alone is not able to master [1]. A VO follows a phased life cycle where
speed is an essential requirement. Especially the initial identification and
formation phases, dealing with potential VO partner identification, se-
lection and integration have to be swiftly conducted to stay ahead of
competitors. Afterwards, the VO enters the operational phase, execut-
ing Business Processes, while the evolution phase is entered whenever
exceptions occur or compensation is necessary. The dissolution phase
concludes the VO life cycle, dispersing the VO assets among the partici-
pants. VOs form for instance in response to a government issued tender
in the Collaborative Engineering (CE) application domain, e.g. to up-
grade a plane or in domains such as Ad-Hoc Service Provisioning (AH),
e.g. offering electronic services to business travellers. The VO manager
role (the trustor) is responsible for the decision making which potential
members (the trustees) are invited and subsequently selected to join the
VO, a crucial decision with respect to the entire VO’s success [2]. The
possibility of a VO partner performing badly during the VO’s opera-
tional phase or announcing bankruptcy endangers the investment taken
in integrating their processes and infrastructure for the purpose of the
VO. A reputation system can provide additional decision support besides
the a priori knowledge from quotations and bidding to avoid events such
as VO partner replacement by minimizing the risk [3] of choosing unre-
liable partners in the first place. The STochastic REputation (STORE)
system for VOs [4] is designed to offer exactly this kind of decision sup-
port. It aggregates observable data about a trustee’s behavior, following
principles of probability theory. To achieve this, reputation, an objective
trust measure, is aggregated from multiple independent trust sources, so-
called Trust Indicators (TIs), inherently characterizing an organization’s
reliability. Such TIs provide measurable trust values about an organi-
zation from heterogeneous domains, e.g. capturing operational aspects
such as timely delivery of a service, organizational stability measuring
employee turnover or environmental risks due to factory locations. Trust
aspects captured by the TIs are, in contrast to reputation, highly subjec-
tive properties conveying the probability of an organization’s expected
reliable behavior [5]. To allow for the desired predictions of an organiza-
tion’s future performance, a stochastic modeling approach is chosen [6].
More concretely, this approach integrates a stochastic trust management
approach in a reputation system.

This publication provides a simulation based evaluation of the STORE
reputation system. The contribution is three-fold:

1. Design and implementation of a Multi-Agent based Simulation (MAS)
framework to evaluate the STORE reputation system.

2. An interface extension of the STORE reputation system offering a
trustor the capability to express application scenario specific trust
preferences about a trustee.

3. Evaluation of reputation based VO member selection in two different
VO application scenarios from Collaborative Engineering (CE) and
Ad-Hoc (AH) service provisioning.



In the following section, related work from Trust and Reputation Man-
agement as well as MAS is discussed. Section three starts off with a brief
introduction of STORE’s model and architecture, followed by the de-
tailed design and implementation of our simulation framework. Section
four then comprises of the evaluation results from the two VO appli-
cation scenarios. Section five concludes and offers an outlook on future
work.

2 Related Work

This section provides a brief enumeration of related work from the re-
search field of Trust and Reputation Management, followed by a more
detailed assessment of related work in the area of (Agent-Based) Simu-
lation.
Trust is a complex sociological phenomenon. In the context of a VO, we
define trust as the subjective probability by which the trustor expects
the trustee to perform actions captured in a role specification within the
context of a VO. This definition is based on work from Gambetta [5]
and Jøsang [7]. In the area of information technology, the term trust
management was introduced by [8], who defined the term ”trust man-
agement (problem)” as the collective study of security policies, security
credentials and trust relationships. This technical perspective resulted in
a system providing access control for distributed environments. Follow-
ing this ground breaking publication, a multitude of trust management
approaches were developed and published in parallel. The most recent
and successful ones are surveyed in [7]. On the higher level of business
to consumer e-commerce, Egger at al.[9] present a related trust model,
directly observable factors that characterizing online vendors. While the
general approach to root trust in observable indicators is comparable to
our work, the application domain and hence the relevant indicators are
different.
Reputation is a known concept in many disciplines, equally broad as and
closely related to trust [10]. Reputation is frequently interpreted as the
general opinion of a group towards an individual, another group of peo-
ple or an organization. Broken down to the field of trust management
in VOs, we define reputation as the perception a VO has about the in-
tentions and norms of another organization. This perception develops
through past actions and through objective indicators. A general repu-
tation can thereby be mapped to an individual binary (directed) trust
relationship. Related reputation systems based on stochastic principles
are Jøsang’s Beta Reputation System [11], TRAVOS [12] and Regan’s
Bayesian modeling approach [13]. While the Beta and TRAVOS reputa-
tion systems are based on feedback from personal experience, the latter,
in the same manner, relies on modeling with one single distribution. In
contrast, STORE takes a different approach with a richer trust model,
rooting trust in a set of trust sources instead of one. Each TI is modeled
with a TI specific probability distribution function instead of the same.
This approach then demands a more sophisticated aggreagtion of the
trust sources. While for instance the Beta distribution itself aggregates



the homogeneous trust sources to a reputation value, STORE’s heteroge-
neous trust sources require an aggregation layer based on a tree shaped
Bayes Network. The Beta Reputation System was recently extended to
multi-valued feedback with contributions from one of the authors [14].
Reputation systems, mostly focusing on systems using transaction feed-
back as only input parameter, are frequently evaluated using MAS. Two
reputation systems, following a probabilistic approach comparable to the
STORE system, are the TRAVOS model by Teacy et al [12] and the Beta
reputation system by A. Jøsang et al. [11]. To evaluate these systems,
a MAS marketplace was created. We also adopt a similar agent based
framework design, where different kinds of agents interact. This approach
is able to capture a high degree of complexity, as encountered in VO en-
vironments. In many MAS models, ”bad behavior” is a choice an agent
takes out of self-interest. This is not only the case for the two exam-
ples mentioned above, but also for the large class of reputation systems
that are evaluated by playing a prisoner’s dilemma game. Lik Mui et al.
[15] summarize the recent work in this area and illustrate the resulting
strategies. In these models the real quality of the agent is determined
by his choice of strategy in a game, that allows for exactly two different
strategies and the reputation is an indicator for the kind of strategy a
certain agent is playing. Our approach differs in that our agents do not
”choose” to perform badly, but cooperate with their best possible qual-
ity, while not every agent is capable of offering the same high quality. We
believe, this approach delivers a better model for business environments,
where the outcome for all participants heavily depends on the quality of
the individual inputs.
All related reputation systems define one function to compute a reputa-
tion value. By offering, in addition to a consolidated reputation value,
reputation values for four trust classes, STORE offers several functions
that allow the setting of application specific trust preferences per class.
Furthermore the change of an agent’s behavior is swiftly captured as an
adjusted reputation value.

3 Simulation Framework

This section introduces the MAS framework, designed to evaluate the
STORE reputation system. First, the requirements derived from both
VO scenarios are analyzed, accompanied by a brief scenario description.
Second, the agent model and framework design is presented. Detailed in-
formation about the framework’s setting for the different scenarios con-
clude this section.

3.1 Requirements from Application Scenarios

The goal of the STORE reputation system design, as published in [4],
is to provide reputation based decision support for selecting trustworthy
partners in VOs. Such support is intended to be delivered for all classes
of VOs and not a specific class in particular. The EU funded IST project
TrustCom published, as one of its deliverables, a VO classification along



with class specific security and trust requirements [16]. The outcome of
this classification exercise was a nearly continuous set of VO classes that
could be distinguished, among others, according to properties such as
expected lifetime and expected volume of business transactions. In this
publication, we will evaluate STORE in the two contrasting VO scenar-
ios from this classification.
This is, first, a CE VO from the aerospace industry, addressing a govern-
ment issued tender for a plane upgrade. A VO manager such as British
Aerospace Systems, enacting the manager role, seeks to attract the most
trustworthy design specialists, several storage providers and high perfor-
mance computing providers. In summary, the the integrator seeks around
five trustworthy organisations to start a VO. The operation then starts
with the integrator submitting design upgrade tasks to the design spe-
cialists. The data is maintained by a storage provider and retrieved for
design activities from this location by the design specialists. Updated
design data is uploaded back to the storage provider. A similar work
pattern then continues with the design validation where the design spe-
cialist simulates the design data on the high performance computing
provider’s infrastructure and e.g. reports faulty aerodynamic behaviour,
triggering another design step. This VO requires weeks to be set, may
last up to several decades and single transactions conducted among the
members reach a high financial volume, up to the M€.
In an AH VO, the members, consisting of mobile operators, local and
global electronic service and infrastructure providers as well as restau-
rants and hotels, provide electronic services to business travellers. As-
suming the VO manager maintains for instance the local WLAN network
infrastructure, at least two organisation - the traveller’s home operator
and a content provider - are needed for a VO. Such a traveller, residing
at a foreign location e.g. in a hotel (enacting the VO manager role) seeks
access to electronic services providing data and other digital content.
Such services range from local tourist information, weather forecast or
entertainment to the traveller’s home operator’s portal with e-mail or
stock information. A telco scenario, consisting of the hotel as integra-
tor, local and home operator as well as the service providers is set up
in seconds. It may last for hours up to days (billing in the end taking
most of the time) and transactions with little volume are conducted. For
the remainder of this paper, these scenarios will be abbreviated as the
aerospace and telco scenarios.
To judge the claim of STORE being able to provide reputation based
decision support for VO scenarios in general, the evaluation methodol-
ogy must allow a comparison of the reputation’s decision support on the
partner selection across different scenarios. Due to STORE’s Bayesian
approach on reputation computation, as described in the following sec-
tions, and the intrinsic uncertainty of an organisation’s trustworthy be-
haviour, the reputation mechanism can not be analysed analytically in
closed form. We adopted a MAS methodology because it is, to our knowl-
edge, the only choice that integrates the stated VO properties as simu-
lation settings and meets all other requirements and conditions.



3.2 The STORE reputation system

The left box in Figure 1 provides an overview of STORE’s model and ar-
chitecture, as far as required to follow the coming sections in this paper.
The system’s details are published in [4]. Organizations are represented
by their TIs, characterising their observable trustworthy behaviour. ”De-
livery Delay” is a sample TI, characterising one operational aspect of the
organization’s trustworthy behavior. TIs are classified into m = 4 Trust
Classes (TCs) of environmental, financial, operational and organizational
TIs. This taxonomy of TCs is extensible, further classes can be defined.
The TCs are derived from extensive research in domains related to rep-
utation management such as Operations Research, Risk Management[4].
Each TI is modelled with a Probability Distribution Function (PDF),
which is updated with each new data observation, according to TI spe-
cific update intervals. TIs are aggregated towards the reputation vector
using a Bayes Network4. TIs are modeled in the leaf nodes. Their het-
erogeneous PDFs are normalized according to a common ordinal scale
by the set of preference or π-nodes in the network. With the help of the
preference nodes, the heterogeneous TIs become comparable. All TIs are
aggregated by the generalized reputation node R, while the TC nodes
only aggregate the TIs belonging to their class. The STORE reputation
system finally delivers a reputation vector consisting of the TCs and R
to a reputation requester. Each vector component’s value consists of the
expectation value of its node’s PDF and is defined in the interval [0, 1].
This reputation vector extends the originally in [4] published interface
which only returned the generalized reputation value R. The new TC
components allow a VO manager to express trust preferences accord-
ing to his VO application context, e.g. by emphazising operational trust
aspects. The form, trust preferences are expressed in, is described in
Subsection 3.3.

3.3 Agent model and MAS Framework

The MAS framework simulates a full VO lifecycle, one in each round.
Agents, representing organisations, are matched to form a VO based on
their reputation in each round. An agent enacts exactly one of the two
VO business roles, manager or member. Its behavior is determined by a
set of modelled TIs which characterize this agent’s observable, trustwor-
thy behaviour. In this paper, we focus on the six TIs, listed in Table 1,
covering all four TCs. TIs are observed in regular time intervals. From
these TI data observations, an agent specific reputation vector is com-
puted by STORE and the MAS framework derives a QoS value (defining
the agent’s production input) in the interval [0, 1] from a scenario specific
QoS rule set. A value of one is interpreted as the maximally achievable
performance. The framework also maintains a virtual ”bank account” for
each agent. The right hand box in Figure 1 illustrates these described
components and their relations.

4 A Bayes network is graphically represented as a directed, acyclic graph; nodes main-
tain random variables, edges denote conditional probability relationships between
the connected nodes.



Fig. 1. STORE and MAS Framework architecture

Agent classes are assigned to agents, configuring their behaviour for a
planned simulation. For this paper, four agent classes are defined. Class 1
defines a uniformly, in all TCs, well performing agent, Class 2 defines an
agent who is specialized in telco scenarios and performs well in the oper-
ational and organizational TCs. Similarly, Class 3 defines an aerospace
scenario specialized agent which performs especially well in the financial
and environmental TCs, while Class 4 defines a uniformly badly perform-
ing agent. Table 1 lists the different agent classes and as well as their
performance with respect to TIs and TCs..

TI Trust Class Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Country Bond Spread Environmental + - + -
Cash Flow Margin Financial + - + -
Complaint Rate Operational + + - -
Delivery Delay Operational + + - -
System Downtime Operational + + - -
Employee Fluctuations Organizational + + + -

Table 1. TI settings for different agent classes (+ high, - low)



The framework generates TI data for each agent by drawing from each
individual TI’s inverse PDF. Technically, assigning a class to an agent
sets the inverse PDF’s parameters, hereby determining the agent’s later
behaviour during the simulation. For example the Delivery Delay TI fol-
lows an Exponential distribution with one parameter λ and its mean 1

λ
.

Assigning Class 4 to an agent sets λ to a smaller value, hereby shifting
the exponential distribution’s entire support and its mean towards higher
values of delay. For instance setting λ = 1

2
results in an expected delay of

2 (days). Assigning Class 1 with e.g. λ = 1 would result in the opposite,
a shift towards smaller delay times of one (day). Adopting this statisti-
cal approach allows for a realistic model of an organization’s trustworthy
behaviour. Business partners typically follow a certain strategy, e.g. hon-
est or malcicious, which is captured by the agent classes and the inverse
PDF’s mean. Furthermore, organisations show small deviations around
this strategy in their behaviour. Even honest ones may exhibit e.g. tem-
porary lapses in trustworthiness due to events out of their control such
as accidents or infrastructure malfunction. This volatility is captured by
setting the inverse PDF’s variance.
The simulation differentiates agents into managers and members where
an agent of a certain type can only interact with his counterpart. Agents
are matched with the Gale and Shapley [17] algorithm. Each agent com-
putes a preference relation over every agent of the opposite VO role
that is only based on the agent’s reputation vector. Such a matching
leaves no incentive for any two partners to enforce a different matching
and is therefore called ”stable”. Adding now the VO application domain
context to the matching, the reputation vector ~R ∈ R5 for agent i as pro-
vided by STORE consists of a value for each TC (”environmental”, ”fi-
nancial”, ”operational” and ”organizational”), as well as the generalized
reputation value R. ψ defines the metric for an agent-specific preference
relation, ψ : R5 → R, as ψ(~ω) = ~R · ~ω where ~ω captures the agent spe-
cific ”weighting” that sets the trust preferences for ω’s components. For
example ~ωT0 =

(
0 0 0 0 1

)
represents a preference vector that only in-

corporates the generalized reputation value and ignores the trust classes.
A scenario specific preference vector for the separate TCs captures their
relevance in different VO scenarios.
The MAS framework entails a scenario control component, controlling
the progress of a running simulation scenario. Simulations are executed
in rounds, in each round performing the following actions:
– Generate TI data for every agent.
– Calculate a ”Quality of Service” (QoS) value for every agent from

the TI data according to the QoS rule set.
– Request the updated reputation vectors from STORE for every agent.
– Compute a preference relation for each agent over all potential part-

ners of the opposite VO role.
– Perform matching according to the preference relations. The matched

agents form a new VO.
– Calculate production for newly formed VO and resulting pay-off for

every agent.
– STORE receives the TI data as new data observations, resulting in

a Bayes Network update.



The production or productivity y of a VO is bilaterally calculated using
a Cobb-Douglas productivity function y = xManager · xMember, where in
our model the input factors xi are the QoS values. They are dimensionless
and represent a productivity rate compared to the possible optimum.
The productivity between a manager and member is equally divided
between both parties, resulting in a pay-off rate for every agent. A higher
QoS of the transaction partners leads to an increased pay-off for both
of them. This way, we create an incentive for each agent to transact
with a partner of higher QoS and a method to assess how well STORE
compute’s an agent’s reputation by comparing it with the cash rates of
agent representatives from the four agent classes.
The MAS framework is tailored for STORE’s evaluation. This becomes
apparent when examining the TIs characterising an organisation’s trust-
worthy behaviour. The MAS takes the aggregation of multiple, heteroge-
neous trust values towards a reputation value into account. The frame-
work can very well be used for the evaluation of other reputation sys-
tems, e.g. aggregating homogeneous feedback values, that provide a less
challenging evaluation task. The QoS rules serve well as a measure to
compare different reputation systems with each other in the same appli-
cation scenario.

3.4 Technical scenario settings

The MAS framework is implemented in the Java programming language
and offers a set of configuration options to define VO application domain
specific settings. First, the agent set up can be freely defined including
the number of manager and member agents, as well as their class assign-
ments. The agent ratio, how many members are required to form a VO
with one manager is separately defined. Regarding the general simula-
tion properties, the number of rounds is part of the setting, along with a
number of so-called blind rounds. The latter do not contribute to the gen-
erated result sets, but are defined to bridge the system’s tune in phase.
This allows for equal, well defined cold start conditions of simulations
which are supposed to compared afterwards. To avoid large unjustified
financial increases of the agent’s accounts, transaction costs per round
can also be set. The length of one round in real time and the number
of total rounds played, vary in both selected scenarios. The length of
a round is an important factor for the reaction speed of the reputation
value and should be comparable to the expected lifetime of the VO (when
simulating a VO with an expected lifetime of 10 years with rounds that
last for one week real time does not make sense).

4 Evaluation

In this section, the results of our evaluation are presented. First, the set-
ting for the two VO scenarios is described. Second, we show how STORE
is able to separate agents of different classes by reputation. Third, as an
additional reputation independent measure, an agent’s cash rate is intro-
duced and used to compare simulation results across different VO appli-
cation scenarios. A reputation system independent random matching for



the potential partners is used as a benchmark against the two scenario
specific STORE matchings. The same simulation results are used to dis-
cuss a VO’s productivity increase when relying on STORE’s decision
support. The Section concludes with a sensitivity analysis. All presented
data is average over 50 runs of the identical scenario configuration. A
transaction cost per round and agent of 0.15 currency units is set.

4.1 Simulation Setting

The aerospace environment from 3.1 consists of few organisations with
few high-turnover transactions, due to the high initial investment nec-
essary for joining. The aerospace market in our simulation consists of
one Class 1 manager seeking five member agents for the formation of
an aerospace VO. There are in total 9 potential members: 2 Class 1, 2
Class 2, 2 Class 3 and 3 Class 4 agents. One round lasts for about half
a year real time and 20 rounds are played in one scenario. The STORE
system is configured to react slow to change. The CE weighting vector
~ωTCE =

(
0.5 0.5 0 0 1

)
includes, with weight 0.5, the TCs ”environmen-

tal” and ”financial” along with the generalized reputation value. The
two trust classes are emphasised, since physical goods are transported in
such VOs relying on proper infrastructure and since high volume trans-
actions take place. This preference vector takes, by preferring the less fre-
quently observed ”environmental” TC, also the long term orientation of
an aerospace scenario into account. These TCs tend to capture a sustain-
able development with the rarely observed TIs ”Country Bond Spread”,
capturing a region’s environmental risk, and ”Cash Flow Quote”.
In the telco scenario from 3.1, many transactions are executed during one
day and the typical transaction volume is low. This lowers the entry bar-
rier for new and small companies. In the telco simulation environment,
3 managers (2 Class 1 and 1 Class 4) are matched with 2 members each.
On the market there are 1 Class 1, 2 Class 2, 2 Class 3 and 2 Class 4 po-
tential members available. The STORE reputation system reacts quickly
to change. 50 rounds are played where one round represents about five
days real time. The telco trust preference vector ~ωTAH =

(
0 0 1 0 1

)
only weights the TC ”operational”, as this class focusses on the current
quality of service ignoring long-term trends, and again the generalized
reputation value. In such a short-lived environment, fast and timely ser-
vice ranging from low-level network speed to higher-level content delivery
of stock data is essential. For example the TIs ”System Downtime” and
”Delivery Delay” belong to this TC and are both frequently observed.
In this setting, the sums of both trust preference vector components are
equal, simplifying cross-VO scenario comparisons.

4.2 Separation of agents from different classes

To illustrate how STORE can separate agents by reputation according to
their class assignments, we take a closer look at the development of the
reputation values compared to the reputation independent QoS measure.
This first simulation evaluates this very basic function in a static setting
without dynamic changes in the agent’s behavior.



Figure 2 depicts the reputation of the four classes of agents over the sim-
ulation rounds. The generalized reputation value of the two specialized
agents (Class 2 and 3) is clearly, as desired, in between the reputation of
agents from classes Class 1 and 4. This good result becomes even more
appreciated when compared to the QoS measurements in Figure 3. While
the agents representing the four classes are clearly and continually sep-
arated by reputation, their actual, real performance is not. For instance
the measured QoS for the agents of Classes 1, 2 and 3 even intersects in
round three. The agent classes are on purpose defined that the resulting
inverse PDF parametrisations constitute a worst case where agent classes
only marginally differ in their real performance measured by QoS. This
first functional test scenario was conducted in a telco scenario setting
without introducing a VO context in form of a trust preference vector
yet.

Fig. 2. Generalized Reputation of the
four agent classes changing over time
in an telco scenario

Fig. 3. QoS of the four agent classes
changing over time in an telco scenario

This neglect of VO context and TCs explains, why the Class 3 agent
carries a higher generalized reputation value in a telco scenario setting.
The following simulation scenario now addresses this lack of VO context
by joining results from both, telco and aerospace scenario simulation
runs, compared with the random matching benchmark scenario. Each
scenario is executed with its specific setting and the manager agents
use the above defined trust preference vectors ~ωCE and ~ωAH . If STORE
delivers the desired, VO specific reputation based decision support, the
most trustworthy agents (with the best QoS for their VO scenario) should
interact with each other and thus receive better pay-off rates. Their over-
all cash rate should be higher than in the random matching benchmark.
To cross-evaluate the newly extended reputation interface with the trust
preference vectors, we additionally evaluate each scenario with the cor-
rect scenario specific trust preference vector against the same setting with
the vector from the other scenario (an aerospace scenario with weighting
vector ~ωAH and vice versa). We expect, that with the correct scenario
specific trust preference vectors, agents specialized in the same VO do-
main are preferably selected along with Class 1 agents, resulting in higher
cash rates. The random matching benchmark represents a VO environ-
ment with no reputation based decision support.



The resulting cash rates for these three configurations are illustrated in
the following Figures, first clearly indicating the superior performance
of the reputation based matching compared to the random matching. In
the random matching benchmark (Figure 4), every agent performs badly
since being randomly matched even to Class 4 agents. In all scenarios
and with both trust preference vectors, the Class 1 and 4 agents are
continually clearly separated by their cash rates and, as designed and
expected, exhibit superior and inferior performance respectively. Figure 5
shows the results of an aerospace scenario with AH trust preferences, as
e.g. expressed by an uninformed VO manager. As shown in Section 4.2,
the wrong trust preferences still manage to separate Class 1 and 4 agents,
but struggle to identify scenario specialized agents. The specialized Class
2 and 3 agents perform better as in the random matching, but are not
separated as well as with the correct CE trust preferences depicted in
Figure 6. This scenario, assuming an informed VO manager, delivers the
best cash rates, by preferring Class 1 and the CE specialized Class 3
agents at all times (overlayed lines of both classes in the diagram). The
Class 2 agent still receives a pay-off comparable to the random matching
benchmark and the Class 4 agent is only selected if absolutely necessary.

Fig. 4. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in a ran-
dom matching aerospace
scenario.

Fig. 5. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in an
aerospace scenario with
wrong trust preferences.

Fig. 6. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in an
aerospace scenario with
correct trust preferences.

This clearly shows that STORE’s reputation based decision support for
selecting members of VOs in general meets the expectations, but at the
same time emphasizes the importance of VO scenario specific trust pref-
erences expressed by an informed VO manager. The reputation based
matching executed with an improper trust preference vector generates
significantly worse results especially for the specialized agents. The trust
preference vector is an exogenous input in this simulation and has to be
set by a business expert, the VO manager.

The results in an telco scenario are similar to the ones presented above:
The reputation based member selection, using a wrong trust preference
vector (Figure 8) manages to separate Class 1 from 4 agents, but only



a correct trust preference vector (Figure 9) is capable of differentiating
specialized agents.

Fig. 7. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in a ran-
dom matching telco sce-
nario scenario.

Fig. 8. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in a
telco scenario with wrong
trust preferences.

Fig. 9. Cash rates for the
four agent classes in a
telco scenario with correct
trust preferences.

4.3 Sensitivity analysis of dynamic agent behavior

Many reputation systems struggle when observing the effects of a change
in an agent’s behavior. In our MAS framework, an agent’s behaviour can
be changed in each round with well defined configuration settings. With
this powerful tool, research with more than the four previously defined,
static agent classes becomes possible. We can simulate VO environments
with agents exhibiting decaying or increasing performance, even mod-
elling attacker agents with, for instance, oscillating performance, becomes
possible. This allows to evaluate the STORE reputation system with dif-
ferent configurations, for instance reacting faster or slower to changes in
an agent’s behaviour. We begin with a scenario of four equally defined
member agents. We configure one manager seeking three members to
form a VO, so that every round, one of the potential members is not
selected for the VO. Due to STORE’s stochastic model, the observed
generalized reputation value for the four agents is initially at a similar
level with random diffusion. Which one of potential members is selected
by the manager is random in these first rounds. After some rounds we
change the behavior of all agents: two of the potential members (0 and
1) suffer a large decrease in their performance, while the other two (2
and 3) only decrease slightly. In Figure 10, left hand chart, we observe a
significant change in the generalized reputation value for the first and a
less severe for the second group. This affects the selection behavior of the
manager which now prefers the members 2 and 3 for the rounds five to 17,
suffering from decreased performance, in the right hand chart. When all
agents recover to their initial performance, the selection becomes random
over the entire group of potential members again.



Fig. 10. The generalized reputation values for four potential members changing their
quality over time and a table indicating which agents are selected for VO membership.

This illustrates that STORE reacts well to gradual change in an observed
agent’s behavior and that it enables every manager to react to an altered
situation, by supporting his decision to select only the most trustworthy
partners at all times.

The following scenario evaluates STORE’s reaction speed to changes in
an agent’s behavior. This speed heavily depends on a STORE inter-
nal configuration, how far back in time observed TI data is considered
for the reputation computation. A larger time window results in slower
reaction which is suitable for a long-lived aerospace scenario, while a
smaller time window and quicker reaction is more appropriate for an
agile telco scenario. An exemplary comparison of the reaction speed for
both configurations is shown for the generalized reputation value change
in Figure 11 and for the ”environmental” TC change in in Figure 12.
This same change of behavior, occuring in round four, as in the previous
setting is employed.

Fig. 11. Reputation reaction to qual-
ity change with STORE configured for
slow and fast reaction.

Fig. 12. TC reaction to quality change
with STORE configured for slow and
fast reaction.



We observe that STORE can be adapted to react slower or faster to
behavioral changes, as demanded by a particular VO scenario. In fast
paced telco scenarios, a change in the computed reputation can already
be observed within the same round and fully adapts to the change within
two more. A slower configuration, better suited for long lived aerospace
scenarios, requires two more rounds which is still acceptable since one
round amounts for appr. half a year, while aerospace scenarios may last
for decades. However, configuring STORE’s reaction speed should be
carefully planned, since extreme settings in both directions, e.g. allows
attacks on the reputation mechanism. While reacting too fast, older TI
data is disregarded and an attacker may aim at boosting his reputation
with well performed, low volume transactions, while reaping the benefits
when cheating in singular high volume ones.

5 Conclusion and future work.

In this publication, the STORE reputation system has been evaluated
adopting a MAS methodology. Due to STORE’s trust model based on
the TI taxonomy and the rich TI model itself, a dedicated MAS frame-
work has been designed, in which the agents form VOs, selected ac-
cording to their reputation vector computed by STORE. Member agents
transact with a manager, receiving a pay- off based on their reputation
independent productivity measure. Four classes of agents with varying
adequacy for the two selected aerospace and telco scenarios have been
introduced. Unfortunately, for space reasons, the detailed mapping of
the agent classes to technical TI attributes, e.g. the PDF parameters,
could not be provided in this paper. The simulation results show that
STORE’s reputation measure can not only separate polarized agents,
only performing exceptionally well or badly. It also provides decision
support in difficult cases, where agents are specialized in particular VO
application domains and perform on similar levels, but have to be se-
lected for application specific roles. The results show that STORE’s one
configurable architecture caters for a wide range of VO scenarios. With
the reputation interface, that has been extended to a vector carrying be-
sides the generalized reputation value, also the four TCs, an informed VO
manager can obtain even better decision support. He expresses his trust
preferences, basically his subjective opinion about a member’s trustwor-
thy behaviour, broken down as a vector with weights for the TCs. Well
expressed trust preferences, capturing the VO context, lead to a bet-
ter support for the partner selection and increased productivity during
the VOs operation. Finally, it has been shown that STORE very well
captures gradual and temporal changes in an agent’s behavior.
So far, STORE was evaluated in an aerospace and telco scenario. We
plan to derive settings for simulating critical events in a VO’s lifetime,
e.g. replacement of a misperforming member, and expect thereby fur-
ther refinement of the existing settings. We also plan to simulate further
VO scenarios with properties in between the presented ones, such as
an eLearning VO. Further simulation results analysing first STORE’s
resilience against attacks on the system itself and the reputation mech-
anism are available. Having started with an attack model, leading to



an attack classification, we identified and simulated one novel type of
freeriding attack. In this scenario, STORE’s ability to recognize mis-
behaving agents is assessed. Second, we compared STORE to Jøsang’s
Beta reputation system. Both results will be published separately. Since
STORE explores an approach based on a richer trust model, it takes
some effort to present such a comparison. Due to STORE’s flexibility, a
VO scenario specific configuration can be derived that e.g. reacts faster to
an organisation’s changes in trustworthy behavior than the Beta system,
but introduces a tradeoff to unwanted sensitivity in short term behav-
ior. In short, STORE with a reasonable scenario specific configuration
performed consistently better in the sensitivity analysis than the Beta
system, but not by a large margin.
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